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The People’s Republic of China’s (PRC) interference in Taiwan’s democracy—efforts to influence politics in Taiwan through both overt and covert, both legal and illicit means—is a matter of importance not only for Taiwan but for the United States as well. As the Taiwan Relations Act (1979) states unequivocally, “It is the policy of the United States … to consider any effort to determine the future of Taiwan by other than peaceful means … a threat to the peace and security of the Western Pacific area and of gave concern to the United States.”

The issue of PRC interference in Taiwan’s democracy came to a head in the November 2018 elections for local mayors, county magistrates, and township councils. Although the exact extent of the interference is difficult to quantify, that it existed is not difficult to see. And while the margins of electoral victories for the Kuomintang (KMT) suggest that the interference was unlikely to have been decisive in many or most instances, the PRC’s efforts almost certainly boosted KMT candidates and eased their paths to victory. Understanding the level and character of this interference is important if for no other reason than that future elections—such as the upcoming national election for president and the legislative assembly in January 2020—may be closer and, in such elections, Chinese Communist Party (CCP) influence operations could well make a real difference.

For Americans, understanding what happened in Taiwan is undoubtedly informed by our own recent experience with foreign interference in elections. But there are important differences to be kept in mind and which make the case of China and Taiwan unique. First, China has the advantage of being ethnically and linguistically far more in sync with Taiwan than Russia could ever be with the United States. Second, the United States is a country of 330 million. As sophisticated as the Russian operation might have been, Moscow’s capacity to move the electoral meter in the United States was always going to be marginal, even if important in key instances.

In contrast, Taiwan is a country of 23 million facing a Chinese behemoth with massive financial and cyber-related resources. The scale of what Beijing can “throw” at a much smaller Taiwan makes Chinese efforts potentially far more impactful. Not surprisingly, in the University of Gothenburg’s annual analysis of democracy around the globe, two small states (Latvia and Taiwan), facing neighbors that are both much larger and determined to “return” the smaller states to their sphere, have the “absolute worst scores” for the level of foreign government dissemination of false information. Taiwan is the only country to score under 0.5—a score of 0 corresponds to “Extremely often. Foreign governments disseminate false information on all key political issues.”

In the past, the most visible form of Chinese interference in Taiwan’s electoral processes took the form of military intimidation. Most famously, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) fired missiles into waters surrounding Taiwan in 1996 ahead of the island’s first direct, open presidential election in an ill-fated effort to dissuade voters from casting ballots for Lee Teng-hui.

More recently, Beijing’s use of the PLA to sway elections is subtler. Indeed, after increasing the frequency of long-haul PLA Air Force patrols through the Miyako Strait, many of which encircled Taiwan, between 2015 and 2018, there was a seven-month pause in such operations from June to December 2018. Flights
resumed in 2019.\(^5\) It appears Beijing was intent on softening its threatening posture towards Taipei in the run-up to the November elections in order to deny the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP)—the party most intent on maintaining the island’s de facto independence—an issue on which to campaign against KMT candidates who were calling for closer relations with the PRC.

Although the PLA remains a tool in the CCP’s playbook\(^6\)—the military is, after all, the armed wing of the political party—other tools for election interference in Taiwan are more insidious and less understood here in the United States.

---


6 Although the PLA appeared to “take a break” operationally in the run-up to the November 2018 elections, at other times, in an effort to reinforce the impression of Taiwan’s weakness, it has used social media accounts to publicize PLA deployments of aircraft and naval vessels in the island’s surrounding air and seas. Taiwan news channels have then used, without it appears verifying whether accurate or not, these same videos and pictures in their coverage. Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism, “Digital News Report 2018,” p.138. http://media.digitalnewsreport.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/digital-news-report-2018.pdf.
The PRC’s use of information warfare against Taiwan is, of course, not new. Radio stations, massive loudspeakers designed to reach across the waters of the Strait, and even artillery salvos of propaganda pamphlets, were all used by the PRC in the immediate wake of the Nationalist forces’ retreat onto Taiwan and surrounding islands. From Beijing’s perspective, the “loss” of Taiwan in 1949 to Chiang Kai-shek’s KMT was, and remains, a bitter pill despite Mao’s victory in the Chinese Civil War. Nevertheless, Mao’s adage that “to achieve victory one must as far as possible make the enemy blind and deaf by sealing his eyes and ears and ... creating confusion in their minds” was more a policy hope than an effective reality when it came to Taiwan in the decades following the war.

Yet, misinformation and disinformation have become a more significant problem in Taiwan in recent years, with their effective impact fueled by both a politically polarized society and the pervasive use of social media by Taiwanese citizens. Distressingly, a sizeable portion of Taiwan’s professional journalist community, via traditional media, has played a role in amplifying “fake news” rather than providing the rigorous reporting sensational stories require. Put simply, Taiwan’s media environment—comprising both new and traditional outlets—has become a fertile milieu for PRC influence operations.

One such fabricated story that circulated widely within Taiwan—and was well along before the government showed it to be false—was associated with a picture of a massed dumping of pineapples in the waters of a dam. The caption tied to the picture asserted that China was no longer buying fruit from Taiwan’s farmers because of Tsai’s stance on cross-Strait relations. “The farmers,” it concluded, “work hard for nothing.” Only later was it made clear that the picture was of pineapples dumped in a Chinese dam.

According to a recent study, nearly 60 percent of Taiwanese look to social media for news. Taiwan investigators have found that fake news stories have originated in both Taiwan and overseas, that they are initially spread via new media (e.g., Facebook, Line, PTT message boards), and that they are then magnified by traditional mass media.

Chinese disinformation efforts took on particular poignancy following an incident in September 2018. After a powerful typhoon hit Japan and knocked out a bridge to Osaka’s Kansai International Airport, a report on Taiwan’s Professional Technology Temple (PTT) online bulletin board indicated that China’s consulate had evacuated Chinese nationals from the airport. The report went on to say that if Taiwan citizens identified themselves as Chinese, they too could be evacuated from the airport. Taiwan’s foreign ministry representative in Osaka, a 61-year old diplomat named Su Chii-cheng, came under a mountain of criticism for failing to aid Taiwan citizens and, subsequently, took his own life.

---

8 “Misinformation” is false information that is spread, unintentionally or not; “disinformation” is false information deliberately spread.
9 Nearly 90% of Taiwan’s population is active on social media, with the two most popular social media platforms being Facebook and YouTube.
12 “Taiwan Representative in Japan’s Osaka Commits Suicide,” Reuters,
It only became clear following the Taiwanese official’s death that the original PTT post, which was shared widely on the message board and repeated by mass media outlets, was untrue. PRC officials were no more able than their Taiwanese counterparts to evacuate stranded travelers from the airport. As CCP Watch’s Jessica Drun reported, official Chinese media played “into the narrative that [China] aided Taiwanese in Osaka” and made a point of criticizing the Tsai administration “for mismanaging the situation and being unable to support its citizens abroad.”11 In the end, the original story was traced back to a Chinese microblogging site (Weibo) and “content farm” and posted on mainland media sites, where it was then picked up by PTT messaging.14 One survey study reportedly indicated that less than half those familiar with the story understood it to be false.15

The Kansai airport PTT post was, unfortunately, not unique in its falsehood. Per Drun:

Numerous other examples abound—all with a common thread of criticizing the DPP. This is seen in the spread of disinformation on social media during the very public and contentious debate on pensions reform, which saw untrue claims that the DPP government would enforce unnecessarily strict restrictions on pensioners. Another example includes widely shared posts that falsely accused Tsai of being unsympathetic and disengaged from Tainan flood victims by remaining on an armored military vehicle and refusing to set foot in subsidizing flood waters. All in all, these schemes out of China align with the broader approach Beijing has adopted towards Taiwan since Tsai came to power to discredit her administration and to portray the DPP as ill-equipped to govern.16

Some scholars in Taiwan have suggested that China’s disinformation campaign not surprisingly intensified in early 2018 as election campaigning got underway, pointing to a return of the “ghost island” meme. Ozy reporter Leslie Nguyen-Okwu describes “ghost island” as “shorthand for the global isolation, lack of opportunity, economic stagnation, government corruption and overall sense of despair that seem to be haunting Taiwan as of late.”17 The term apparently emerged from within Taiwan, but it undoubtedly embodies a narrative that the CCP would like to promote. Indeed, J. Michael Cole describes “ghost island” as a “recurring theme” in China’s information warfare efforts.18 Writing in July 2018, Nguyen-Okwu reported that in the first six months of the year, a Google search indicated that the phrase had spiked in use by 86 percent over the previous year and that there were more than 400 PTT posts on “ghost island” over the same period.19

PTT has been a major tool of Chinese disinformation efforts. According to discussions we had in Taipei, PTT reaches between one and two million middle-class residents in Taiwan. Prior to the election, a large number of PTT accounts were bought and sold on Shopee, an online auction site active in Taiwan and Southeast Asia. (Drun reports PTT accounts have also appeared on Taobao, a PRC auction site). Influential accounts are sold for as much as NTD 200,000 (approximately US$6,500). Many accounts purchased ahead of the elections, interviewees said, switched their tenor from moderately pro-DPP to strongly pro-

---

15 Cited in South China Morning Post, “Taiwan Set for Pro-Mainland Fake News Deluge before its Presidential Election,” June 27, 2019, https://www.scmp.com/news/china/politics/article/3016312/taiwan-set-pro-mainland-fake-news-deluge-its-elections. As the former legal counsel to PTT has noted, “As far back as 2015, a cascade of Chinese ‘50 cent’ accounts were active on PTT. From their IP addresses, one could see they were all entering through dummy accounts.” Quoted in “Taiwan’s Online ‘Opinion War Arrived,” Rebecca Lin & Felice Wu, Commonwealth Magazine, April 27, 2019, https://english.cw.com.tw/article/article.action?id=2375. The article also provides a useful overview of how the internet has affected political campaigning in Taiwan.
16 Drun, op cit.
KMT or even pro-CCP. These accounts posted frequently in the early morning hours, so that PTT users would see their posts first thing in the morning.20

Those PTT users include journalists for traditional media, who have evinced an unfortunate tendency to repeat claims from PTT posts without prior fact checking. In many cases, Taiwan mass media outlets are quick to amplify social media posts rather than take the time to verify them. Although social media is now ubiquitous in Taiwan, many residents still rely on traditional media for news and analysis.21

Falling short on checking the veracity of posts, traditional media are also potential conduits through which Beijing can seek to exercise undue influence in Taiwan. Because Taiwan’s traditional media market is oversaturated,22 and profit margins may be small, there is an inevitable rush to be the first to break a story. Journalists may sacrifice accuracy in the process and pay few consequences when they do get the facts wrong.23

Compounding the problem is that key media outlets in Taiwan are owned by individuals and companies with extensive business interests in China.24 The concern has been that owners of these companies seek to remain in the good graces of Chinese government or Party officials who have the power to effect a company’s bottom line and, in turn, exercise self-censorship on stories run by their Taiwanese media outlets or, more problematically, follow editorial lines suggested to them by their Chinese interlocutors. As one report noted, a major TV network with “significant interests in China” “shelved an interview in which the US de facto ambassador warned about external forces attempting to manipulate public opinion.”25 At other times, this influence might be more subtle, with advertisers with significant business interests on the mainland making it clear that editorials or stories that put China in a bad light will result in withheld advertising buys.

At other times, the effort is not subtle at all, with the Chinese government directly placing and paying for articles supportive of the PRC and its unification campaign.26 As reported in this same story, "The Taiwan Affairs Office paid 30,000 yuan ($4,300) for the two feature stories about the mainland’s efforts to attract Taiwan business people, according to a person familiar with the arrangements and internal documents from the newspaper. ‘I felt like I was running propaganda and working for the Chinese government,’ the person said.”27

This issue has drawn more attention as various media outlets have reported that the Taiwanese conglomerate, Want Want China Holdings, has been receiving significant amounts of Chinese state subsidies for more than a decade.28 Want Want, in addition to food processing

20 Interviews with national security officials and digital telecommunication employees. See also, Brian Hoe, “Is China Attempting to Influence Taiwanese Elections through Social Media,” New Bloom, April 13, 2019, https://newbloom-mag.net/2019/04/13/fb-page-approach-china/. Hoe’s question relates to whether the Chinese, in the run up to November’s elections, were attempting to buy popular Facebook accounts with a pro-Taiwanese slant—presumably to change their focus—and hiring young women to “stream” pro-unification messages.
21 According to the Reuters Institute’s “Digital News Report 2019,” p.144, 71% of Taiwan’s citizens turn to TV for their news and 30% to print media.
23 According to one account, given the intense competition, “in the current news environment in Taiwan, a reporter’s performance is evaluated by the number of hits their [sic] articles receive.” Yu-yen Chien, “The Influence of China’s Sharp Power on Taiwan’s Media,” Taiwan Strategists (No.1, March 2019), p. 29. This problem is not just found in Taiwan. As Peter Pomerantsev has noted more broadly, “As traditional media, especially print publications, struggle to survive, they find themselves operating in an online advertising market that favors ‘clickable’ stories.” “Breaking the Polarization Spiral,” The American Interest, June 10, 2019, https://www.the-american-interest.com/2019/07/10/breaking-the-polarization-spiral/.
24 A number of Taiwanese media owners have business interests and political connections in China.” “Freedom of the Press: 2016.”
27 Ibid.
28 Sophia Yang, “Taiwan’s Want Want received NT$2.8 billion state grant
and hotel businesses, also owns major Taiwanese media outlets, including the China Times newspaper, China Television (CTV), and CTITV. The company says that the subsidies are nothing out of the ordinary for doing business in China and intended by the government to assist its commercial activities there. That may be true, but it is also the case that Want Want’s media outlets are known for their partisan reporting and coverage that favors closer ties with the mainland or candidates who favor such policy. As one study found, since the China Times acquisition by the company in 2008, “the newspaper’s coverage of human rights in China fell by two thirds.” More generally, “the tone of the articles also became less critical” of China.

More recently, Financial Times reporter Kathrin Hille noted that, following Han Kuo-yu’s selection as the KMT presidential candidate in mid-July, it was the only national news of note carried by Want Want’s two television networks, ignoring current President Tsai Ing-wen’s state visit to Taiwan’s Caribbean allies. More telling, Hille reports that “journalists working at the China Times and CTITV told the Financial Times that their editorial managers take instructions directly from the Taiwan Affairs Office.” “They call every day,” said one China Times reporter … “They have a say in the angle of the story, and whether it goes on the front page.”

In a first for Taiwan’s National Communications Commission since it was established more than a dozen years ago, CTITV was fined and advised to remove top news officials for failing to fact-check stories it was running and for continually running positive stories on a KMT mayoral candidate that, in effect, became free political advertising.

Just weeks after the revelation of Chinese subsidies to Want Want China Holdings, the conglomerate’s media company, Want Want China Times Media Group, was in the news again, this time for cohosting, alongside the Beijing Newspaper Group, the fourth “Cross-Strait Media People Summit.” Some 70 media personnel from Taiwan attended the forum, during which Wang Yang, chairman of the 13th Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) National Committee and member of the all-powerful CCP Politburo Standing Committee in charge of United Front work, insisted that media from China and Taiwan must: uphold national ethics, fulfill their social responsibilities, and jointly play the role of communicating to people on both sides of the Strait by promoting Chinese culture, deepening the integration of emotions, and continuing to promote the peaceful development of cross-Strait relations and promote the process of peaceful reunification of the motherland, and strive to realize the China dream.

Wang also called out the United States as an unreliable partner for Taiwan, suggesting that Washington would not go to war on behalf of Taipei and would lose if it did so.

“In describing Taiwan’s future, Wang did not mince his words. In a first for Taiwan’s National Communications Commission since it was established more than a dozen years ago, CTITV was fined and advised to remove top news officials for failing to fact-check stories it was running and for continually running positive stories on a KMT mayoral candidate that, in effect, became free political advertising. Just weeks after the revelation of Chinese subsidies to Want Want China Holdings, the conglomerate’s media company, Want Want China Times Media Group, was in the news again, this time for cohosting, alongside the Beijing Newspaper Group, the fourth “Cross-Strait Media People Summit.” Some 70 media personnel from Taiwan attended the forum, during which Wang Yang, chairman of the 13th Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) National Committee and member of the all-powerful CCP Politburo Standing Committee in charge of United Front work, insisted that media from China and Taiwan must: uphold national ethics, fulfill their social responsibilities, and jointly play the role of communicating to people on both sides of the Strait by promoting Chinese culture, deepening the integration of emotions, and continuing to promote the peaceful development of cross-Strait relations and promote the process of peaceful reunification of the motherland, and strive to realize the China dream.

In describing Taiwan’s future, Wang did not mince his words.
He claimed confidence “in saying that both time and momentum are on our side, the side of mainland China” (as opposed to on the side of Taiwan). Wang also called out the United States as an unreliable partner for Taiwan, suggesting that Washington would not go to war on behalf of Taipei and would lose if it did so. Noting that the United States failed to forestall communist victory during the Chinese Civil War and to achieve victory in the Korean War, Wang asked a rhetorical question: “They didn’t defeat us even during the time when we were very poor, so what will happen when they face China today? Will they have the courage to fight us?”

According to J. Michael Cole, the number of Taiwan media representatives attending this conference has more than doubled since the inaugural event in 2015. Why increasing numbers of self-respecting journalists willingly submit themselves to such bromides is an open question. Yet, clearly, Beijing has not been overly concerned with subtlety in its attempts to influence media on Taiwan.

---

Over the past decade, the PRC has been successful in developing ties with local leaders (such as party precinct chiefs and influential personalities and groups). Such ties have enabled the PRC to insert itself and its preferred narratives into local social networks. According to Hsiao Bi-Khim, a Taiwanese legislator, in remarks made at the Atlantic Council in April of this year:

Beijing has delegated responsibility to local governments in China to aggressively engage local government and community organizations inside Taiwan. Religious organizations and grassroots community groups that are targeted by counterparts in China are invited to visit under an innocuous cloak of exchanges or tourism, with majority expenses paid, allow for influence networks to be established throughout our society. My own constituency, or district, of Hualien County, has been the target of Guangxi Province in China, where counterpart government agencies have established contacts and networks in grassroots wards, schools, farmers associations, religious organizations, family clans, and even indigenous tribes.35

The CCP may have also operationalized ties to organized crime.36 Underground gambling rings, for example, may have been used to shift voting patterns by offering good odds for a favored candidate winning and, thus, incentivizing gamblers and their families to vote for that candidate. Knowledge of the odds, of course, is more widely known than just within gambling circles and can produce a wider perception of the inevitability of a race’s outcome, potentially affecting both the vote and voter turnout.37

Taiwan’s authorities were clearly worried about the role organized crime might play during the election campaigns. In May of 2018, police arrested more than 300 suspected gang members, partly due to concerns over gang involvement in politics. Investigators were also looking into whether organized crime was involved in an April 2018 protest over military veteran pension reform that turned violent.38

In August 2018, police raided the home and offices of Chang An-lo, better known as the “White Wolf,” a former triad leader and then head of the Chinese Unification Promotion Party (CUPP), an avowedly pro-China political party known to occasionally engage in violent acts. A spokesman for the Taipei District Prosecutors’ Office explained, “We indeed conducted a search of the CUPP headquarters and residence of the main suspects for possible violation of the political donations act.”39 Authorities have long suspected that the CUPP receives money from Beijing, with Chang, according to news reports, still under investigation by Taiwanese authorities for receiving NT$10 million in cash from China and distributing it to local Taiwanese in 1,000 red envelopes in the wake of the 2018 Hualien Earthquake.40

In November, just prior to the election, police in Changhua and Yunlin counties arrested 11 members of the Bamboo Union, the gang formerly led by the “White Wolf,” three of whom were also members of the CUPP. Two of those three, Tsai Ping-jui and Lu Chin-lin, “were suspected leaders of a violent criminal group allegedly engaged in illegal debt collection and political campaigning.” The third, Hsu Shu-ming, “is believed to have recruited young people to attend political rallies arranged by Tsai and Lu, paying each participant NT$1,000 on the condition

36 Edward White, “Alarm in Taiwan over Triad Ties to Pro-China Groups,” Financial Times, October 12, 2017, https://www.ft.com/content/b09de5d0-aa76-11e7-93c5-648314d2c72c.
that they wear CUPP vests and carry Chinese flags.”

Several days later, citing unnamed officials, the *Taipei Times* reported, “it is suspected that organized crime syndicates are a primary conduit for the Chinese government to funnel an estimated NT$35 billion (US$1.13 billion) in financial support to pro-China organizations and political parties to run propaganda campaigns in an attempt to subvert the nine-in-one elections.” In total, more than 400 suspected gang members were arrested during the election season. And recently, Chang himself was indicted for, among other crimes, illicit political contributions and tax evasion.

Unfortunately, alleged Chinese funding of gang-linked political organizations is not Taiwan’s only concern when it comes to illicit finance in politics. Presiding over a meeting of the Executive Yuan on November 1, 2018, then-Premier William Lai leveled troubling allegations just three weeks before the “nine-in-one” local elections:

> Addressing legal but problematic campaign finance will be a key challenge for the Tsai administration and its successors.

A week prior, the director-general of the Ministry of Justice’s Investigation Bureau told the Legislative Yuan’s Internal Administration Committee that the Bureau was investigating 33 cases of possible illicit funding of nine-in-one election campaigns. Leu Wen-jong, the director-general, suggested there was evidence that money of unclear origin was being filtered through Taiwanese businesses in the PRC.

Illicit financial transfers, however, may not be the primary way in which the PRC directs money to favored campaigns. As co-founder of the pro-unification Concentric Patriotism Alliance put it:

> Whoever gets caught taking money from China will be put in jail….It’s not a problem if it’s money from a Taiwanese businessman. If you’re like our Chief who runs a business in China and uses the money for the Alliance, it’s no one else’s business. Authorities in China know which businesses support unification. They’ll do their best to make sure you don’t lose money.”

During our interviews in Taipei, we heard repeatedly that Taiwan businessmen with interests in the PRC were directed or simply “urged” by Chinese interlocutors to donate money to KMT candidates. How much, if any, of that money actually originated elsewhere is unknown. In some ways, however, that is beside the point. Since political donations from Taiwanese citizens living or having commercial interests outside of the country are legal, PRC-favored candidates can be funded without breaking Taiwan’s campaign finance laws.

Similarly, in the last election there seemed to be substantial “in-kind contributions” (non-monetary contributions), particularly media buys, most of which were “in kind.”

---

43 Everington, “Pro-China Gangster,” op. cit.
which went in one political direction. But, again, on their face, such contributions are not illegal. Addressing legal but problematic campaign finance will be a key challenge for the Tsai administration and its successors.
Tackling the Challenge

With respect to the social media challenge in particular, Taiwan faces the equivalent of a “missile defense problem”: it is far cheaper to launch a missile (or a piece of fake news) than to intercept and counter it. This imbalance raises an important question: is there a way to make disseminating fake news more costly for the PRC or at least limit the damage resulting from such attacks? Imposing costs is difficult, but there are steps that Taiwan's government and those outside the government can take to shape the media environment on the island to ensure it is less vulnerable to the spread of disinformation.

1. Improving Media Literacy

At the broadest level, Taiwan's government should invest in efforts to nurture more educated, more responsible consumers of media. In 2017, Taiwan had already announced it was instituting a curriculum to teach schoolchildren to identify fake news and assess media outlets for the reliability of their reporting. Reaching adults with such an effort is a more difficult undertaking. There is little doubt that a segment of the older generation, who grew up under the one-party rule of the KMT and who are KMT voters, are more likely to accept one-sided reporting and less likely to see a need for consuming news from a variety of sources. Strongly partisan DPP voters are likewise so disposed. Moreover, there is, with any politically polarized society, a bias in what news sources a citizen picks; add in the amplification and repetition of a story made possible by social media, and countering false or misleading narratives becomes even more difficult. That said, political leaders can and should talk about the topic and, if raised in a non-partisan, non-polemical way, can instill a greater sense of caution in citizens about so-called “breaking news.” Indeed, with the issue of misinformation more publicly discussed than ever in Taiwan, polling shows greater skepticism and lower trust levels about news reporting in general but social media as a source of news in particular.

2. Raising Journalism Standards

At the other end of the news “pipeline,” the creation of a more robust professional ethos within Taiwan's journalistic community to advance more reflective, nuanced, and trustworthy reporting would be helpful. This is not something the government can or should shape, and it is undoubtedly difficult to do so given Taiwan's highly dispersed and competitive media market. Nevertheless, as a profession in a free society, it is incumbent on journalists to police themselves and deliver news that is properly checked and sourced.

In this vein, the Taiwan FactCheck Center, established in 2018, is a journalist-run nonprofit organization with the mission of verifying and, when necessary, correcting suspicious news items. The organization is doing important work, but its team of six is little match for the magnitude of the problem. Even so, they have been successful in gaining recognition for their work checking viral stories. Even though they cannot investigate every potential piece of “fake news,” their growing profile can serve to raise awareness of the challenge.

Additional funding for the organization from non-governmental foundations in the United States, Europe,

---

47 Chinese “warfare” in the information space of course need not always be tied to disinformation. For example, presumably in an effort to give Taiwan citizens fewer worries about voting for candidates who argued for closer ties to the mainland in the run-up to the elections in November 2018, Chinese military exercises across from Taiwan appeared to decline in number by late summer, only to pick back up after the election.


51 An example of such an effort is the Baltic Center for Media Excellence whose mission is foster professionalism and critical thinking among journalists in the communities of the Baltic States and Eastern Europe. https://baltic.media/en/home-page/

and Taiwan to expand their team could be used to increase the organization’s capacities.

Similarly, Taiwan’s civic tech community established CoFacts, a non-governmental collaborative platform that allows the 21 million monthly active users of the instant messaging app LINE to forward dubious messages to a team of volunteer fact-check editors. Both the reply and the message are stored on an open database so that when another query is made about the same story, the CoFacts bot can send a reply back to the Line user, expediting the response time greatly and within the circle of the Line-using community. As of mid-summer 2019, approximately 100,000 Line users had “friended” the CoFacts bot. 54

Aunt Meiyu, a bot created by a Taiwanese programmer and which relies on CoFacts for its fact-checking, responds to fake news in real time when added to a private messaging group on Line. With Aunt Meiyu, users need not send queries regarding suspicious news items to a bot for verification; rather Aunt Meiyu chimes in with a correction when it “reads” dubious stories shared by a group member. Users have found Aunt Meiyu particularly useful in family chat groups, where younger members may be hesitant to themselves question stories shared by older relatives. 55

3. Cooperation with Major Social Media Platforms

As important as these efforts are, given Taiwanese society’s massive use of social media, fact-check organizations can only be one part of an overall response to the intentional muddying of the public discourse. Greater cooperation is needed from the major social media platforms. In this regard, LINE has been perhaps the most forward leaning in cooperating with both fact-checking organizations and the government. 56 Others, such as Facebook, have signed pledges to do more to address the issue of fake accounts and disinformation. 57 Facebook, for example, is a partner with FactCheck Center. Facebook has agreed to reduce the prominence of posts that the Center flags as false and link to the Center’s fact-checking analysis alongside those posts. 58 To make sure those pledges are effective in practice, pressure from both the U.S. Government and the Government of Taiwan will probably be necessary.

4. Effective Government Response

In addition, since much of the disinformation is aimed at government actions or policies, it is inevitable that government must have a role to play responding to “fake news” stories. To be effective, however, the government’s response must not only be credible but also timely. As Audrey Tang, the Executive Yuan’s minister without portfolio charged with public digital innovation, has noted, for society to be “inoculated” against rumors and fake news, response “time is of the utmost importance.” 59 Debunking a story two days after it has first appeared is akin to closing a dam gate after a reservoir has been emptied and the land below flooded. To this end, the Taiwanese government has created digital response teams across the ministries with a goal of debunking misinformation or tamping down ill-founded rumors within an hour. 60 Such an effort, as impressive and necessary as it is, will still be fighting an uphill battle. Initially, citizens are often reluctant to take a government’s “word” as final. Nevertheless, over the longer term, effective responses by the government to

58 Agreements such as these are complicated by Facebook’s recent plan to allow publication of pieces deemed to contain false information by outside fact checkers if the publisher of the material can claim it is an opinion piece or satire. Jeff Horwitz, “Facebook Dials Back Fact Checks,” Wall Street Journal, Oct. 1, 2019, https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-to-create-fact-checking-exemptions-for-opinion-and-satire-11569875314?mod=djemwhatsnews.
60 Ibid.
high-profile examples can serve an educational function regarding the existence of the “fake news” problem.

5. Enhancing Transparency and Anticipating Disinformation Efforts

The Tsai administration, or any future administration, should strive for as much transparency as reasonably possible. It should also develop internal mechanisms to anticipate disinformation efforts. As significant policy decisions are being readied for public announcement or whenever major actions are being taken internationally that will impact Taiwan’s economic and political interests, agencies in Taiwan responsible for countering disinformation should be ready to respond. Getting out front of the news is critical in a media environment where first reporting dominates the news cycle.

6. Invest More in Technological Solutions

There are also opportunities for government and the private sector to work together. Particularly useful may be government investment in technology solutions to combatting misinformation. The spread of misinformation is so rapid and pervasive that automated detection, mapping, and takedown will be essential to understanding the sources of misinformation: how it spreads; why it resonates; and how it can be countered. Big firms like Google, Twitter, Facebook, and Microsoft are investing in technological solutions that can detect misinformation and cyber security attacks on their platforms. Smaller organizations and universities—from Graphika to the Oxford Internet Institute’s ComProp program—are also critical. Rather than simply countering an item of “fake news,” the big-data driven solutions being rolled out by these organizations can help shed light on how disinformation networks operate and where they originate, with the result that they can flag likely information-operations content on the basis of data rather than the subjective substance of a given story. By analyzing language and how news items are shared and spread, and by comparing reports across various media outlets, AI and associated technologies show much promise in identifying disinformation and misinformation.61

7. Public-Private Partnerships

The government and the platforms on which misinformation spreads also need to work together to share information about what disinformation operations look like in any given circumstance, and the evidence that points to inauthentic behavior, so that both sides can enact well targeted policies that do not have unintended ramifications for free speech or legitimate political discourse. After the Russia-sponsored disinformation operation in the United States, Facebook has enacted a series of policies and procedures designed to detect and remove what the company terms “coordinated inauthentic behavior.” Over the last few months, the government and the platforms have gotten better at sharing the pieces of the data puzzle that each side has. However, this relationship is still at a nascent stage and is not sufficiently extensive to build a body of evidence that proves a disinformation campaign is underway or to shape policies and laws that can prevent illegitimate behavior while protecting free speech.

8. International Cooperation

Taiwan’s government should also consider, in conjunction with the United States and other democracies, the public-private “fusion centers” put forward by Clint Watts, non-resident fellow at the Alliance for Securing Democracy. Watts proposes a global response to what he calls “Advanced Persistent Manipulators” (APMs), which “perpetrate a multi-platform

influence campaign, pursue their objectives over an extended period, use technology to advance computational propaganda (commonly referred to as ‘bots’), and know how to operate within and between social media platforms without violating their terms of service.” Watts suggests the creation of a “global task force and central hubs or fusion centers that would integrate intelligence into a standardized process and decision cycle.”

A counter-APM fusion center would be staffed by government, intelligence, police, and cybersecurity officials working together with social media platform security officers, leaders responsible for incident response, and content managers. Working collaboratively, they would seek “to identify the most prolific offenders on their platforms, the most common and dangerous threat methods, and gaps in their understanding of nefarious-actor behavior and platform vulnerabilities.” Various teams within the fusion force would be responsible for de-platforming offenders, developing strategies for deterring threats (i.e., by raising the costs of doing so), plugging vulnerabilities, and tracking the activities of actors behind malicious accounts following incident responses.

9. Modifying Media Laws and Regulations

Countering fake news at its origin is important, of course, but so is slowing its dissemination. To that end, Taiwan’s Executive Yuan has proposed laws to criminalize the creation and dissemination of “fake news.”

Taiwan is admirably cautious when it comes to limiting speech, but narrow limits are possible without changing the country’s character as a bastion of free speech. As it considers such options, the administration should look to the laws under consideration for dealing with misuse of social media by a long-standing liberal democracy, the United Kingdom, and lessons learned in other small countries dealing with misinformation warfare threats, such as the Baltic States.

New regulations may be necessary to ensure a media environment that can be less easily exploited by foreign actors seeking to bolster malign influence in Taiwan’s society. Perhaps most controversially, Taipei should consider regulations on media ownership and transparency. It is a critical question whether individuals and businesses with extensive interests in the PRC should be permitted or not to own media outlets in Taiwan. A free press and free speech require a public square that is not intentionally tampered with or disrupted by actors operating on behalf of non-free states.

10. Enhance Efforts to Combat Illicit Finance

Reporting on the status of the 33 illicit finance investigations into the nine-in-one election campaigns noted previously has been severely limited. While it is normal and correct law-enforcement practice for investigators to say little about on-going cases, government updates on the status and broad character of the issues involved would serve a useful public service. Enhancing awareness among the voting population of illicit election financing, for example, might lead to growing public demands for transparency in election financing and, in parallel, might lead candidates to announce they would have the power to issue substantial fines to enforce compliance. Among the measures potentially to be included in the new code of practice for the companies are “requirements to minimize the spread of misleading and harmful disinformation with dedicated fact checkers, particularly during election periods.”

Reporting on the status of the 33 illicit finance investigations into the nine-in-one election campaigns noted previously has been severely limited. While it is normal and correct law-enforcement practice for investigators to say little about on-going cases, government updates on the status and broad character of the issues involved would serve a useful public service. Enhancing awareness among the voting population of illicit election financing, for example, might lead to growing public demands for transparency in election financing and, in parallel, might lead candidates to announce they would have the power to issue substantial fines to enforce compliance. Among the measures potentially to be included in the new code of practice for the companies are “requirements to minimize the spread of misleading and harmful disinformation with dedicated fact checkers, particularly during election periods.”

The UK government is proposing new legislation that would establish an independent regulator to enforce standards on companies hosting internet platforms to make them more responsible for content they host. The regulator would have the power to issue substantial fines to enforce compliance. Among the measures potentially to be included in the new code of practice for the companies are “requirements to minimize the spread of misleading and harmful disinformation with dedicated fact checkers, particularly during election periods.”

Enhancing awareness among the voting population of illicit election financing, for example, might lead to growing public demands for transparency in election financing and, in parallel, might lead candidates to announce they would have the power to issue substantial fines to enforce compliance. Among the measures potentially to be included in the new code of practice for the companies are “requirements to minimize the spread of misleading and harmful disinformation with dedicated fact checkers, particularly during election periods.”
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to exercise greater caution and conduct more intensive due diligence before accepting political donations.

Taiwan's authorities should also explore ways to enhance their capabilities for combatting illegal political donations. Although Taiwan's authorities have the ability to identify money coming into the country, tracing that money's origins beyond their borders is a difficult task. There should be an opportunity here for cooperation with the US Treasury Department, which has a robust capability to monitor transactions in the international financial system.

11. **Address Legal but Problematic Campaign Financing**

Creating an “equal time” regulatory scheme would be one way to tackle “in-kind contributions” of media buys as well as imbalanced media coverage of different candidates. Such a scheme would essentially require television and radio broadcasters to provide equal free or purchased air time to opposing political candidates. This is, however, complicated to implement when there are more than two political parties. Moreover, such a regulatory scheme can be seen as restricting freedom of speech—an understandably sensitive matter given Taiwan’s political history.67

One loophole the Taiwanese government has recently addressed is the lack of transparency on who or what entity is paying for political advertisements in traditional and non-traditional media. For future elections, such advertisements will be treated as political donations and funding sources will have to be reported, as with direct political donations, on a publicly accessible database.68

Increased transparency is useful, of course. Yet, short of shifting to a system in which all campaigns are totally publicly financed (which we are not prescribing), it may not be possible to truly solve these problems—as other countries, such as the United States, have discovered. Diversification of Taiwan’s trade and investment relationships away from China may help mitigate it over time, but the Chinese market will remain a crucial one for Taiwan’s economy in the years ahead.69 The central government might mandate that campaign donors sign pledges indicating that donations are freely given and do not come at the direction of foreign actors. Such a pledge could raise the reputational costs to donors of acting in other ways, but this would likely only have a marginal effect.

---

67 One story that was repeated more than once by those interviewed concerned restaurants and similar establishments being paid to keep their televisions tuned to specific channels all day—channels that leaned heavily toward particular candidates and political parties. According to remarks made by Taiwanese legislator Bi-Khim Hsiao, Taiwan’s Fair Trade Commission is investigating this possible practice. See “Chinese Influence Operations Activities: Implications for the US-Taiwan Relationship,” Atlantic Council, April 8, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtIGVhvmKJo&feature=youtu.be&t=1744. The Commission would, it appears, be looking at violations of the Fair Trade Act of 2017, articles 20 and 25. See https://www.cna.com.tw/news/first-news/201903200142.aspx.


69 Because Taiwan’s economy has become so tied to China’s economy, the mainland can influence specific Taiwanese sectors—agriculture, high-tech, etc—to lean towards parties and politicians who favor closer ties and/or a unification agenda by indicating they will receive preferred trade relations or that existing trade will not be curtailed. Chinese government subsidies to the businesses involved can alleviate possible losses on the mainland side for the resulting political and strategic gain. For a short overview of Beijing’s efforts to leverage its domestic market for political purposes in Taiwan, see Yimou Lee & James Pomfret, “Pro-China Groups Step Up Offensive to Win over Taiwan,” Reuters, June 25, 2019, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-taiwan-china-campaign-insight/pro-china-groups-step-up-offensive-to-win-over-taiwan-idUSKCN1TR01H.
The question of PRC interference in Taiwan’s recent elections is a sensitive one. The current Taiwanese government does not want to give the mistaken impression that it believes that voters have been or will be hoodwinked or that the victories of opposing candidates were illegitimate. Moreover, the Tsai administration almost certainly has not made public much of what it has discovered, due to concerns over revealing intelligence sources and methods and over the impropriety of revealing details of ongoing investigations.

Even so, our conversations in Taipei and open source materials reveal a complex, multifaceted Chinese effort to sway voters and undermine the integrity of Taiwan’s electoral processes. These efforts may not have affected outcomes last November, but it is not difficult to imagine that they might in a close-run election. Nor do we know if Chinese efforts in the 2018 election season amount to a maximum effort. The PRC may devote even greater resources to the presidential election already underway, and has certainly learned from its successes and mistakes in the last go-round.

There are a number of steps that Taiwan’s government and its society can take, as listed in the preceding section, to undermine Chinese efforts to influence next year’s election and to make Taiwan a much harder target for Chinese influence operations over the longer term. However, as we have noted, the United States can and should assist Taiwan in doing so where it has particular strengths to bring to bear. As far as can be discerned from publicly available sources, the issue of Chinese influence operations among partners and allies has not been addressed in a systematic and concerted way—either via in-depth public reporting or by programs of assistance—by the relevant departments of the U.S. Government. Understanding and countering such illicit efforts should be a priority for Washington: Taiwan’s democracy is strategically important to the American vision of a free and open Indo-Pacific. China’s “sharp power” interference and disinformation campaign in other areas of the region will undoubtedly be a persistent problem that Washington ignores at its own risk.